Boarding Exotics
(please be as specific as possible)
ANIMAL’S DETAILS
Name: ___________________________________________________
Species (Sub species if known): ______________________________________
Sex: ___________________________________________________________
Approximate Age: ________________________________________________
How long have you had it? __________________________________________
HOUSING – All enclosures, lighting and supplies need to accompany your pet
for its boarding stay.
ENCLOSURE
What is the enclosure made of: ________________________________________
What are the measurements of the enclosure: _____________________________
How is ventilation provided: __________________________________________
LIGHTING
Is there any U.V. Light? ______________________________________________
Does it have a timer: _________________________________________________
How high above the substrate is the U.V. positioned? _______________________
Is there a spot/basking light (State type & wattage)? ________________________
Does the spotlight have a guard around it? _______________________________
How long are each of the lights on for each day:
• Summer: _______________
Winter: _________________
HEATING
What type of heater is used? ____________________________________________
Is it connected to a thermostat? _________________________________________
State the background temperatures:
• Summer: AM_____PM_____
Winter: AM_____PM_____
Do you use a min/max thermometer? ___________________________________
What is the temperature under the spot/basking light? ______________________
Is all the heating & lighting equipment at the same end of the enclosure? ________
What is the temperature difference between the hot end & the cool end? ________
__________________________________________________________________

DÉCOR
What substrate is used? _______________________________________________
How deep is the substrate? ____________________________________________
How frequently is the vivarium cleaned out? ______________________________
What cleaning solution is used? ________________________________________
Describe the hide boxes: ______________________________________________
Is there a covered, damp moss/peat container? _____________________________

What other items of décor are there (rocks, branches, drain pipes, plants – plastic or
real etc,) __________________________________________________________
FEEDING (Please give us a detailed list of items the pet loves/likes and even
dislikes, boarding can be a stressful situation and we will use the list if needed to
entice them to eat while staying with us. It is best if you can bring some high
value items for the stay so they will most likely eat something)
List ALL food items including quantity & frequency OR complete the diet sheet (if
fruit & veg. list each type)
How often is the animal fed? ___________________________________________
What supplements are provided & how often? _____________________________
___________________________________________________________________
If feeding insects, how do you ensure the supplement is delivered? _____________
___________________________________________________________________
Any special instructions (likes to be hand fed with bugs) or likes items warm/cold ect.
___________________________________________________________________
Do you use any special water or any water supplements or treatment? __________
___________________________________________________________________
HANDLING
How frequently is it handled? _____________________________________
Does it prefer to spend time outside of the enclosure? ________________________
Any other special instructions we should know or be aware of? _________________
____________________________________________________________________
Who is your primary vet for the care of your exotic pet? _______________________

